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      'This book makes a valuable contribution to the reality that most social workers in New Zealand face the impact of substance abuse on clients and their whanau.'




  
          Aotearoa New Zealand Social Work




              


    
      



 


 
      Written in clear, accessible language, this excellent book will be useful for students and practitioners.' - Rachel Fyson, Centre for Social Work, University of Nottingham






  
              


    
      



 


 
      Practical and relevant




  
          Ms Barbara A Kirkpatrick




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very clear and thoroughly accessible text that is invaluable for students' understanding of this topic. I have recommended this book to students at all levels of the programme and included it on reading lists for modules I teach.




  
           Allan Rose




              


    
      



 


 
      An easy to comprehend writing style that will appeal to students. Particularly useful section on 'Concepts and models'.




  
          Dr Selwyn Stanley




              


    
      



 


 
      Excels in its wide-ranging coverage on the history, causes, effects of drugs and how we can deal with the problem.




  
          Dr Chiu-wan Lam




              


    
      



 


 
      A detailed, well written book that focuses on the theory and practice link




  
          Ms Sarah Riding




              


    
      



 


 
      Text is accessible and informative and provides a clear picture of the issues faced for substance users.  It provides a basic level of information and guidance for our students about what is involved when working in the field of substance use, and has been a helpful source for this course.




  
          Miss Abigail Ingram




              


    
      



 


 
      This text is a greatly needed resource in social work practice and education. It provides both general and population-specific analysis of substance use in an open, easy-to-read and engaging format. Importantly, it provides information about techniques and theoretical approaches which help equip the student or graduate social worker to work in an informed manner in this area.




  
          Dr Priscilla Dunk-West




              


    
      



 


 
      Good and clear read




  
          Miss Desiree Jansen




              


    
      



 


 
      Teaching on substance problems on social work courses has been patchy, to say the least, and it is heartening to see that a number of texts are coming on the market to support improvements with regard to this. 'Social Work with Substance Users' is a sound, basic introduction for undergraduates and social workers with no previous experience in this field.



  
          Mr George Allan
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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